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Abstract—Visual search is an important strategy of the human
visual system for fast scene perception. The guided search
theory suggests that the global layout or other top-down sources
of scenes play a crucial role in guiding object searching. In
order to verify the specific roles of scene layout and regional
cues in guiding visual attention, we executed a psychophysical
experiment to record the human fixations on line drawings of
natural scenes with an eye-tracking system in this work. We
collected the human fixations of ten subjects from 498 natural
images and of another ten subjects from the corresponding
996 human-marked line drawings of boundaries (two boundary
maps per image) under free-viewing condition. The experimental
results show that with the absence of some basic features like
color and luminance, the distribution of the fixations on the line
drawings has a high correlation with that on the natural images.
Moreover, compared to the basic cues of regions, subjects pay
more attention to the closed regions of line drawings which are
usually related to the dominant objects of the scenes. Finally,
we built a computational model to demonstrate that the fixation
information on the line drawings can be used to significantly
improve the performances of classical bottom-up models for
fixation prediction in natural scenes. These results support that
Gestalt features and scene layout are important cues for guiding
fast visual object searching.
Index Terms—scene layout, visual attention, eye movements,
visual search, scene perception
I. INTRODUCTION
ATTENTION via visual search is necessary for rapid sceneperception and object searching because information
processing in the visual system is limited to one or a few
targets or regions at one time [1]. From the viewpoint of
engineering, modelling visual search usually facilitates the
subsequent higher visual processing tasks, such as image re-
targeting [2], image compression [3], object recognition [4],
etc. However, how visual attention is guided in real visual
searching tasks is an interesting but un-fully solved question
in the field of visual neuroscience.
Studies of physiology and psychophysics have revealed that
several sources of factors play important roles in guiding
visual attention. The first one is bottom-up guidance. The
classical Feature Integration Theory (FIT) suggests that visual
attention is driven by some low-level visual cues such as local
luminance, color and orientation [5], [6]. With a bottom-up
manner, these cues are processed in parallel channels and
combined to guide the visual attention. This stimulus-driven
guidance causes that some local regions with feature difference
in scenes attract more attention than others. Moreover, the
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studies of computational models based on the FIT (e.g., IT [7],
[8]) also show that these models employing local cues usually
predict the attention limited in some regions with high local
contrasts (e.g., object boundaries).
On the other hand, visual attention is also guided by task
related prior knowledge beyond the low-level visual cues [9].
Imagining that we are searching an object in a complex scene,
our attention is guided by current task and directed to the
objects with known features of the desired targets. Previous
studies have revealed that the feedback pathways from high-
level cortexes carry rich and varying information about the
behavioural context, including visual attention, memory, ex-
pectation, etc. [10]. For example, the classical study by Yarbus
[11] shows that human fixation distribution is dependent on the
asked question when viewing a picture. In addition, user- or
task-driven guidance is also widely used in visual processing
models in computer vision area [12]–[14]. Recent interesting
works [15], [16] show that human attention is guided by
the knowledge of the plausible size of target objects. It was
suggested that this is a useful brain strategy for human to
rapidly discount the distracters (e.g., the object with atypical
size relative to the surrounding) during visual searching, and
this is neglected in current machine learning systems [15].
Besides the stimulus-driven and task-driven guidance, con-
textual guidance is another important source for guiding
general visual searching tasks [17]. According to the Guided
Search Theory (GST) [18], the scene context and global
statistical information are important for guiding visual object
searching. This indicates that rapid global scene analysis will
facilitate the prediction of the locations of potential objects.
The GST suggests that rapid visual searching involves two
parallel pathways [1]: (1) the non-selective pathway, which
serves to extract spatial layout (or gist) information rapidly
from the entire scenes; and (2) the selective pathway, which
works to extract and bind the low-level features under the
guidance of the contextual information of scene extracted from
the non-selective pathway. This two-pathway based strategy
provides a unified framework to integrate the context of
scene and the local information for rapid visual searching.
Recently, we have built a computational model based on GST
to effectively execute the general task of salient structure
detection in natural scenes [19], which further supports the
efficiency of context guidance in rapid visual searching with a
task-independent manner. However, it has been revealed that
such context guidance also employs the prior knowledge or
experience in our memory and guides the low-level feature
integration with a top-down manner, similar to the task-driven
guidance [20], [21].
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2According to the source of contextual information, we can
simply classify the contextual guidance into two categories:
object-based and scene-based guidance. Nuthmann et al. found
a preferred viewing location close to the center of objects
within natural scenes when directed with different task instruc-
tions, which suggests that visual attentional selection in scenes
is object-based [22]. A related biologically plausible model
was proposed to attend to the proto-objects in natural scenes
[23]. In addition, the object-based guidance also indicates
that meaningful visual objects usually possess some principles
about the shape. For example, the well-known Gestalt theory
[24] summarizes some universal principles of visual perception
(e.g., closure and symmetry), which are crucial factors for
facilitating the visual object searching. Based on the object-
based prior, Kootstra et al. employed the feature of symmetry
for fixation prediction and object segmentation in complex
scenes [25], [26]. Yu et al. used the Gestalt grouping cues
to select the salient regions from over-segmented scenes [27].
As for the scene-based guidance, previous studies have
shown that structural scene cues, such as layout, horizontal
line, openness, depth, etc., usually guide the visual searching
[28], [29]. Beyond the geometry of the scenes, visual attention
is also guided by the semantic information of the real-world
scenes, such as the gist of the scenes [28], scene-object
relations, and object-object relations [30], [31]. Therefore,
clear understanding of the neural basis of scene perception,
object perception, perceptual learning and memory will also
facilitate the understanding of visual searching [32].
Moreover, scene structure could provide specific scene-
related information for specific visual tasks. Recent studies
have addressed the role of context in driving [33], [34]. By
analysing the fixation data of 40 non-drivers and experi-
enced drivers when viewing 100 traffic images, Deng et al.
showed that drivers’ attention was mostly concentrated on the
vanishing points of the roads [33], [34]. In addition, their
models further support that vanishing point information is
more important than other bottom-up cues in guiding drivers’
attention during driving. At the same time, Borji et al. also
found that vanishing points can guide the attention in free-
viewing and visual searching tasks [35].
On the other hand, physiological evidences have shown that
the global contours delineating the outlines of visual objects
could be responded quite early by the neurons of high visual
cortexes, which can provide the sufficient feedback modulation
that enhances the object-related responses at the lower visual
levels [36], [37]. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the role
of line drawings in visual guidance, which is closely related
to the important contextual guidance cues such as regional
shapes and scene layout. In specific, we explore the role
of line drawings in visual searching with a psychophysical
experiment. We first collected the human fixations from 498
natural images and the corresponding 996 human-marked line
drawings (two line drawings for each image) with a free-
viewing manner. The experimental results show that with the
absence of some basic features like color and luminance, the
distribution of fixations on line drawings has high correlation
with that on natural images. Moreover, the subjects pay more
attention to the closed regions of line drawings that are usually
related to the dominant objects in the scenes. We also built
a computational model to demonstrate that the information
of line drawings can be used to significantly improve the
performance of some classical bottom-up models for fixation
prediction in natural scenes.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Stimuli and Observers
We employed 498 natural images from the Berkeley Seg-
mentation Data Set and Benchmarks 500 (BSDS500) [38] and
collected the eye fixations of 10 subjects on the natural images
with a free-viewing manner. This eye-tracking experiment has
been conducted in our previous work [39]. In this work, with
the help of the human-marked segmentations and the contour
maps (i.e., the line drawings) provided by BSDS500 [38], we
further collected the human fixations of another 10 subjects
when freely viewing the line drawings.
In this work, we chose two contour maps as visual stimuli
from the 5-10 human-marked contour maps for each natural
scene available in BSDS500: the one containing the most
contour pixels (denoted by Cmax) and the one containing the
least contour pixels (denoted by Cmin). Such choice helps
demonstrate the consistent role of contours in guiding visual
searching no matter the detailed parts are contained or not
in the contour maps. Moreover, in order to keep consistent
with our previous experiment with the natural scenes [39],
each image was resized to 1024×768 pixels in this work by
adding gray margins around them while maintaining the aspect
ratio. The observers include 5 males and 5 females with the
mean age of 23.8 (22-25) years old. The selected observers
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision for participation.
They were naive to the purpose of the experiment and had
not previously seen the stimuli. This study was carried out
in accordance with the recommendations of the Guideline
for Human Behaviour Studies, the Institutional Review Board
of UESTC MRI Research Center for Brain Research with
written informed consent from all subjects. All subjects gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of UESTC MRI Research Center for Brain
Research.
B. Procedure
The procedure is same as that in our previous experiment on
the corresponding natural scenes [39]. Ten subjects were asked
to watch the given images displayed on the screen with a free-
viewing manner. Each image was presented for 5 seconds after
a visual cue of cross (“+”) in the center of the gray screen.
An Eyelink-2000 eye-tracking system was used to collect the
fixations of subjects with a sampling rate of 1000Hz, and the
eye-tracking re-calibration was performed on every 30 images.
A chin rest was used to stabilize the head.
The procedure of the experiment was designed and pro-
grammed based on the Psychotoolbox of MATLAB. The
images were presented on the display in a random order, and
the contour maps of the same natural images were separated
by at least 30 trails. The observers were instructed to simply
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the visual attention model guided by line drawings.
watch and enjoy the pictures (i.e., free viewing task). Finally,
we obtained the fixations of 10 subjects on the line drawings
of 498 natural images from the BSDS500 dataset [38]. Note
that two images of BSDS500 were failed to collect reasonable
fixation data because the sizes of the objects in those two
images are too small.
C. Model-based analysis
In the field of computer vision, numerous saliency detection
methods have been proposed, some of which show promising
performance, especially when deep learning technology is used
to predict human fixations [40]. However, the researchers in
the field of neuroscience devote themselves to make progress
to understand how human execute the efficient visual search-
ing. Some researchers have proposed various biologically
inspired models for fixation prediction [7], [8]. These meth-
ods usually have bottom-up architectures and respond to the
regions with local high contrast in various feature channels.
Our experimental results suggest that the closed regions
have higher possibility to form meaningful objects and may
attract most of our visual fixations (See Results). Therefore,
we build a simple model to extract the closed regions and
generate the prior location where the objects possibly present.
This prior will be used to guide the generation of bottom-up
saliency and improve fixation prediction. Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of the guided visual attention model.
Firstly, we extract the edges from the input image with the
Structured Forests method presented in [41] and group the
main edges into contour with the edge link method [42]. Then,
we estimate the possibility of each point in the image within a
closed region based on the contour map. Figure 2 shows two
examples of closure computation at different points. For each
point (x, y), we search the contour pixels around it along D
directions (we sample D directions in this study, and D = 8)
starting from (x, y). We use Nd(x, y) to denote the number
contour pixels around (x,y) in all the searched directions. For
example, P1(x, y) is with Nd = 5, while P2(x, y) is with
Nd = 8. That means point P2(x, y) has the higher possibility
of locating in a closed region than P1(x, y).
Computationally, the possibility of (x, y) within a closed
region (denoted by Closure Degree) is obtained with
C(x, y) = exp(Nd(x, y)−D) (1)
In addition, we further consider the radii of regions to boost
the estimate of closure degree. Let Ri(x, y), i ∈ [1, D] denotes
the radii of all the considered directions referring to point
(x, y). Subsequently, we compute the final closure degree of
(x, y) as
Scc (x, y) =
C (x, y)
R˜(x, y) + S(x, y)
(2)
where, R˜(x, y) is the mean radius and S(x, y) is the standard
deviation of all the radii along D directions when considering
point (x, y). With the definition in Equation (2), the small
regions (with low R˜(x, y)) have the higher closure degrees
than the larger regions. Meanwhile, low S(x, y) means the
region towards a circle which attracts more attention.
In order to evaluate the contribution of contextual guidance
in fixation prediction, we build a simple model to improve the
performance of fixation prediction when integrating the spatial
layout information into the classical bottom-up methods. In
detail, we employ a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [43] to fit
the closure degree map obtained with Equation (2) and find the
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Fig. 2. The examples of computing closure degree for each point.
K main components (we set K = 5 in the experiments). The
line drawing guided prior is obtained by combining multiple
GMM components (Gi(x, y)) with weights (ωi)
WGMM (x, y) =
K∑
i=1
ωi ·Gi(x, y) (3)
ωi = ω
i
porp · ωiellip · ωidis (4)
where, each component is weighted by the component propor-
tion (ωiporp) , ellipticity (ω
i
ellip), and the distance weight (ω
i
dis).
In detail, ωiporp is the component proportion from GMM
fitting. ωiellip is related to the ellipticity which is computed
with the long and short radius the ith Gaussian component
along its two main axis. It means that the rounder component
has a greater weight. ωidis is related to the distance of the
center of the ith Gaussian component to the image center,
which indicates that the component nearer to image center
has a greater weight.
Finally, the combined saliency map (Scom) can be obtained
as
Scom (x, y) = Sbottom−up(x, y) · WGMM (x, y) (5)
where, Sbottom−up(x, y) is a saliency map obtained by a low-
level saliency method, like IT [7]. With Equation (5), we
simply obtain the line drawing (closure cue) guided visual
saliency map.
III. RESULTS
A. Human fixation analysis
Compared to the natural scenes, the line drawings of an
image excludes the basic low-level features such as the color
and luminance. However, what is the difference between the
distribution of fixations on the line drawings and that on
the natural image of a same scene? Figure 3 shows several
examples of the fixation distribution on the natural images
and the corresponding line drawings. In this figure we display
all the fixation points from the 10 subjects on each visual
stimulus. Note that we removed the first fixation point of each
subject in order to eliminate the center bias considering that
the visual cue of cross marker was presented at the center of
the gray screen.
From Figure 3, we can clearly see that the fixations on
different stimuli (natural scenes and line drawings) of the same
scenes are quite similar. Most of the fixation points (green
dots) locate on the dominant objects in both the natural scenes
and the line drawings. Especially, without the color and surface
information, visual attention is also attracted by the objects
in the line drawings, which are defined by the shapes and
the Gestalt features of local regions. Note that without the
specific surface features inside the objects, the fixations on
the line drawings are distributed more dispersively than that
on the natural scenes. This suggests that the visual attention is
attracted by the structure of scenes and the shape features of
the potential objects that are outlined by the dominant contours
in the line drawings. When we are viewing the natural scenes,
the local feature contrasts can further gather our attention to
some salient regions of the visual objects. This also indicates
that the layout and the structure of scenes may guide our
attention to the dominant objects for further visual processing.
For qualitative comparison, we also calculated the correla-
tion coefficient between the distribution of fixations on the line
drawings and that on the natural images. Considering that the
fixation points are extremely sparse on the stimuli, various
scales of Gaussian blurring were used to obtain the spatial
distribution of fixations. The correlation coefficients (CC) were
computed between the blurred distributions of fixations on the
line drawings and the natural scenes, i.e.,
CC(fld, fns) =
cov(fld, fns)
σldσns
(6)
where, cov() is the covariance, σld and σns are the standard
deviation of blurred distributions of fixations on the line
drawings (fld) and the natural scenes (fns). Figure 4 shows
the correlation coefficients with varying blurring scales. The
fixation distributions on the line drawings of Cmax and Cmin
are denoted by FCmax and FCmin respectively. We can
see that compared to the line drawings Cmin containing
less details, the line drawings Cmax containing more details
provide more visual information, and the fixation distribution
on Cmax is slightly closer to that on the natural images.
Figure 4 indicates the high correlation (the correlation
coefficients are around 0.7) of fixation distribution between the
natural scenes and their line drawings. However, it is easily
understood that the fixation locations of different subjects are
usually not exactly consistent with each other even they are
viewing the same objects. Therefore, we suppose that different
subjects are attending to the same objects if their fixation
points locate within the different parts of the same objects.
In order to evaluate the object-based consistence between the
visual attention on the natural scenes and the line drawings,
we first generated the salient regions based on the human-
marked segmentation provided by BSDS500 as follows. For
each segment, we computed the density of the human fixation
5Fig. 3. Examples of fixation points (green dots) on natural scenes and the corresponding line drawings. From top to bottom row: the fixations from 10
subjects when viewing the natural scenes, the line drawings Cmax and Cmin, respectively.
points as its saliency level. Thus, if a segment (or a region)
attracts more fixation points, it will obtain a higher saliency
score. For each scene, the two salient object maps generated
based on the two line drawings (i.e., Cmax and Cmin) and the
corresponding fixations were linearly summarized together and
integrated into the final map containing the hierarchical salient
objects. Similarly, we obtained the hierarchical salient objects
based on the human-marked segmentations and fixations col-
lected on the original images. Figure 5 shows several examples
of hierarchical salient objects generated from the fixations on
the natural images and the line drawings.
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Fig. 4. Correlation coefficients between the fixation distributions on the line
drawings (Cmax and Cmin) and the natural images with varying scales (σ
in pixel) of Gaussian blurring. The fixation distributions on the line drawings
of Cmax and Cmin are denoted by FCmax and FCmin respectively. The
error bars are the 95% confidence intervals.
In this work, the object-based consistence of visual attention
was evaluated based on the hierarchical salient objects using
two metrics: correlation coefficient [44] and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) [19], [45]. As indicated in Figure 6, with the
salient objects generated with the fixations on the natural
scenes (SFN ) as baseline, the salient objects generated with
the fixations on the line drawings (SFC) obtain clearly higher
correlation coefficient and lower MAE than some represen-
tative computational models (including MR [46], HS [47],
and CGVS [19]). Actually, this is an obvious conclusion
considering that these hierarchical salient objects were marked
based on the fixations from human subjects. However, this
experiment indeed suggests the high consistence of visual
attention when we are viewing the natural images and the line
drawings of the same scenes. Although without the color and
surface information, human subjects can also execute efficient
visual searching by only employing the limited scene structure
information.
B. Guidance cues
With the absence of color and luminance, how does the
line drawings guide our visual attention? Some studies have
revealed the role of scene structure for visual guidance in
specific visual scenes or tasks. For example, previous studies
have shown that the vanishing point of a road plays an
important role in traffic scenes especially with the driving task
[33]. However, most of the stimuli used in this experiment are
task-irrelevant general images, each of which usually contains
at least one dominant object. Therefore, we believe that the
shape features of regions and scene layout mainly contribute
to predict potential objects.
We tested ten shape-related common features and evaluated
their correlation with the fixation distributions. These shape
6SFN SFCImages
Fig. 5. Allocating saliency score to each region with fixation density. SFN denotes the hierarchical salient objects generated based on the human-marked
segmentations and fixations on the natural images, while SFC denotes the hierarchical salient objects generated based on the human-marked segmentations
and fixations on the contours (i.e., line drawings). Brighter regions have higher saliency scores.
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Fig. 6. Correlation coefficients and MAEs of the salient regions based on the hierarchical salient objects. The baseline is the salient objects generated with
the fixations on the natural scenes (SFN ), while SFC denotes the hierarchical salient objects generated based on the human-marked segmentations and
fixations on line drawings
features were extracted from each segment of each image,
which are listed in Table I. These features can reflect different
characters of regions. For example, the regions with higher
degree of Closure are usually related to meaningful objects
of higher probability. Perimeter Ratio carries the continuity
of the boundary of a region. Higher Perimeter Ratio indicates
higher irregularity of a region. It has been verified that some of
these features are helpful for the salient object detection [48].
However, in this work, we further analysed the contribution
of individual features to the specific task of visual attention.
Figure 7 lists the relations between the saliency values
(which are defined by the fixation density) and the corre-
sponding shape cues of each segment of Cmax. In order to
clearly show the distributions, the saliency values are shown
in log scale in Figure 7. The relations between the saliency
values and the corresponding shape cues of each segment
on Cmin are similar with that on Cmax. Table I also lists
the correlation coefficient of saliency values with each shape
cue on Cmax and Cmin. We can find that the feature of
Closure contributes most to visual attention among all the
cues considered here. In addition, the contributions of Closure,
EquivDiameter and Perimeter Ratio are higher than that of
the well-known center bias (Centralization). In contrast, some
features like Orientation contribute little for object detection.
It make senses that most of the regions in the natural scenes
tested in this work are distributed on the 0 degree and 90
degree orientations (the bottom-left panel in Figure 7), but
Orientation cannot provide enough information to distinguish
between object and non-object regions.
It has been proved that the closure, as the most important
one among the considered features, plays a pivotal role for
describing an object proposal [27]. Here we further evaluated
the contribution of closure feature in the specific task of
visual searching. Firstly, we define a score to measure the
7TABLE I
TEN SHAPE-RELATED COMMON FEATURES USED IN THIS STUDY AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH THE FIXATION DISTRIBUTIONS.
Features Description Cmax Cmin
Area Ratio The ratio of number of pixels in the region to total pixels in the image -0.459 -0.483
Centralization The mean distance of pixels in the region to the center of image, normalized by the
image size
-0.409 -0.301
Perimeter Ratio The ratio of perimeter of the region to perimeter of the image -0.510 -0.526
MinAxis/MajorAxis The length of the major axis divided by the length of the minor axis of the region -0.072 0.072
Eccentricity The eccentricity of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region -0.067 -0.065
Orientation The orientation of the major axis of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as
the region
0.013 -0.006
EquivDiameter The ratio of diameter of a circle with the same area as the region to the diagonal
length of image
-0.609 -0.601
Solidity The proportion of the pixels in the convex hull that are also in the region -0.047 -0.013
Extent The ratio of pixels in the region to pixels in the total bounding box -0.066 -0.234
Closure The closure score of a region is defined in Equation(7) 0.632 0.736
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Fig. 7. Correlations between various shape features and the saliency levels of each region based on Cmax. The number listed for r in the top of each panel
is the linear correlation coefficient between the feature and the saliency values (in log scale).
degree of closure of a region based on the human-marked
segmentation. Let NBi denote the number of intersection
between the boundary pixel of segment i and the border pixel
set of the image and NRi denote the number of all boundary
pixels of segment i. Then, the closure score of contour pixels
on segment i is defined as
CSi = 1− NB
i
NRi
(7)
We denote the set of fixations as Sf and the set of contour
pixels as Sc. In addition, we define the closed region as the
segment with closure score higher than 0.9 (i.e, CSi > 0.9),
and the set of pixels on closure contours and in the closure
regions as Scc.
Then, we define four metrics as follows: (1) the percentage
of the fixations around the contours in all fixations (PoF );
(2) the percentage of the contours around the fixations in
all contour pixels (PoC); (3) the percentage of the fixations
around and in the closed regions in the fixations around all
contours (PoFC); (4) the percentage of the closed regions
in the whole image (PoCC). These four metrics can be
computed as
PoF =
DN (Sc) ∩ Sf
Sf
(8)
PoC =
Sc ∩DN (Sf )
Sc
(9)
PoFC =
DN (Scc) ∩ Sf
Sf
(10)
PoCC =
DN (Scc)
W ×H (11)
where DN (S) denotes the dilatation operator with a size of
N×N pixels applied on S (a binary map), W and H represent
respectively the width and height (in pixels) of the image.
Figure 8 illustrates graphically the metrics with varying N
values on the line drawings of Cmax and Cmin. From Figure
8 (left), PoF only achieves around 0.5 even with a large N ,
which indicates that less than half of the fixation points locate
near the contour lines and more than half of the fixation points
locate in the non-contour regions (without any local contrast).
This suggests that there are some higher-order visual cues
beyond local contrast (contours) for guiding visual attention.
8In addition, although contour lines attract around half of the
visual fixations, PoC further shows that these fixations locate
around only 30% of all contour pixels. This means that part
of contour lines plays a more important role than others in
guiding visual attention.
A simple suppose is that visual objects are commonly
defined by the closed regions in line drawings and visual atten-
tion usually focuses on the potential visual objects. Examples
shown in Figure 4 and the results listed in Table I suggest
that closed regions attract more visual fixation. In order to
further verify this suppose, we analyzed the metrics of PoFC
and PoCC with varying N values on the line drawings of
Cmax and Cmin. Figure 8 (right) indicates that around 80%
of the fixations locate within or around the closed regions
(high PoFC), although the closed regions cover only a small
percentage of area in the whole scene (low PoCC).
C. Model evaluation
In this experiment, we employed several representative
classical models including FIT-based model (IT) [7], AIM
[49], SIG [50], graph-based model (GB) [51]. To evaluate
the performance of multiple models for the task of fixation
prediction, we employed a metric of receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve widely used in the field of computer
vision [44], [49]. In this experiment, we used the revised
version of ROC [52], which focuses mainly on the true
positive rate, i.e., the proportion of actual fixations that are
correctly identified as such, and the human fixation on the
natural scenes is regarded as the ground truth. As shown
in Figure 9, the fixation prediction performances of all the
considered bottom-up models are significantly improved after
integrating the guided information from line drawings using
Equation (5). For example, the IT model is a classical bottom-
up model, which predicts the fixations from natural images
by combining the contrast features of color, luminance and
orientation [7]. Therefore, with the absence of scene structure
feature, IT model mainly detects some regions with high local
contrasts while missing the meaningful object regions (e.g., the
inner surface of objects). However, line drawings can provide
additional scene structure and regional shape information,
which serve to guide the visual attention to focus on the inner
of potential objects. Therefore, the closure prior from the line
drawings that represent the important region information can
remarkably improve the performance of IT. Figure 10 shows
several examples of saliency maps predicted by the original
IT and the improved model (Guided IT).
IV. DISCUSSION
Classical theories of visual processing view the brain as
a stimulus-driven device, in which visual information is ex-
tracted hierarchically along the visual pathway [5]. However,
numerous recent neurophysiological and psychological studies
support that a coarse-to-fine mechanism plays an important
role in various visual tasks [53], such as stereoscopic depth
perception [54], temporal changes [55], object recognition in
context [21], etc. In addition, Oliva et al. reveal that the scale
usage of visual information is flexible and can provide the
information required depending on the task constraints [56].
On the other hand, it has been proven that the coarse-to-fine
strategy can contribute to various computer vision applications,
e.g., contour detection [57] and image segmentation [58].
These researches further confirm the efficiency of the coarse-
to-fine mechanism in visual information processing from the
viewpoints of computational modeling.
It is widely accepted that visual processing is an active
and highly selective process [20], which reflects the dynamic
interaction between the bottom-up feature extraction and the
top-down constraints [1], [59]. This means visual information
processing is not purely stimulus-evoked, but constrained by
topdown influences that strongly shape the intrinsic dynamics
of cortical circuits and constantly create predictions about
the forthcoming information [10], [59], [60]. For example,
with object recognition in context, context-based prediction
makes the task of object recognition more efficient [21]. These
studies support that context information, acting as coarse and
global scene information, can be rapidly extracted and used to
facilitate the object recognition in complex scenes [21], [61].
As an important aspect of scene perception, visual atten-
tion is also considered as a process that encompasses many
aspects central to human visual and cognitive function [20].
Knudsen also proposed a famous conceptual framework that
indicates the attention combined contribution of four distinct
processes: working memory, competitive selection, top-down
sensitivity control, and automatic filtering for salient stimuli
[62]. Computational modeling of visual searching has also
demonstrated the contribution of information from different
levels of perception [17].
According to the scales of features, visual information
can be coarsely divided into three levels: low, middle, and
high levels. Firstly, at the low-level scale, classical bottom-up
frameworks (e.g., Koch, Itti et al. [5]–[7]) have shown that
local contrast in various feature channels can attract visual
attention. These models are usually based on the local filtering
and obtain stimuli-driven saliency map without taking into
consideration the behavioral goals of searching [8]. Secondly,
at the region scale (mid-level), perceptual organization prin-
ciples which describe how basic visual features are organized
into more coherent units [63] (e.g., Gestalt [24]) could guide
the visual searching. For example, the regions that match
some specific principles (e.g., closure, continuity, symmetry,
etc.) usually indicate special visual objects that are more
interesting for human visual tasks [25], [64]. Finally, at the
scene scale (high-level), scene layout and structure will be
important guidance to predict where the interesting objects
present in the current scene [1], [65]. With the guided search
theory, the high-level scene semantic and gist could provide
important spatial cues for targets, which will facilitate the
binding of low-level features and speed-up the visual searching
[1], [17], [28], [33]. These principles are usually solidified
in our memory as certain general knowledge obtained with
learning from our daily life.
In this paper, we focus on the role of line drawings in
guiding visual attention. Generally, line drawings of natural
scenes provide two structure related information, i.e., the shape
feature of region (mid-level) and the layout of scene (high-
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Fig. 8. The multiple metrics under dilatation operation with varying operator size of N × N pixels on the line drawings of Cmax (top row) and Cmin
(bottom row). Left: PoF and PoC; Right: PoFC and PoCC. The error bars are the 95% confidence intervals.
Fig. 9. Performance comparison between the bottom-up models and the
improved models when integrating the guided information from line drawings.
level). Therefore, line drawings can represent two types of
contextual sources. On the one hand, line drawings segment an
image into various perceptional regions (before the perception
of specific objects) that may be used by the visual system
to rapidly construct a rough sketch of the scene structure in
space [66], and also contribute to fill-in the surface of regions
[67]. At the level of region, visual object shapes usually obey
some general principles that can be considered as certain
general prior or knowledge. For example, Gestalt principles
describe some general principles of visual perception [24].
As for the visual attention, the shapes of regions matching
some Gestalt principles (e.g., closure, continuity, etc.) could
attract more visual attention because they represent meaningful
visual objects with higher probability. Moreover, geometrical
properties of regions have been strongly proven to contribute
to early global topological perception [68].
On the other hand, line drawings provide the coarse scene
structure. The visual guided search theory proposed by Wolfe
et al. [1] suggests that scene global information (including
scene spatial layout) can be transferred rapidly to high visual
cortexes via the so-called non-selective visual pathway. Line
drawings could give the rough layout of surfaces in the
space and provide the basis for scene-based guidance of
visual searching. Physiological evidence shows that the global
contours delineating the outlines of visual objects may be
responded quite early (perhaps via a special pathway) by the
neurons of high cortexes, which, although producing only
a crude signal about the position and shape of the objects,
10
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Fig. 10. Examples of saliency maps predicted by the original IT and the improved model (Guided IT).
can provide sufficient feedback modulation to enhance the
contour-related responses at lower levels and suppress the
irrelevant background inputs [37]. In addition, coarse contour
is low frequency visual information [57], which carries coarse
scene information to provide enough signals to infer the scene
structure and layout [21], [61].
To summarize, visual search should be a unified framework
that integrates information from different sources in the brain
[69]. As important guidance cues, line drawings of natural
scenes provide a rapid representation of the scene structure
and regional shape. Coarse scene layout may be not enough
for the object identifying tasks, but it can provide efficient cues
to predict where the potential target is and contribute to the
active vision system to achieve high efficient visual searching
and scene perception [20].
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we collected a dataset of human fixations
on the natural scenes and the corresponding line drawings,
which are useful for analyzing the mechanisms of visual
attention at the object or shape level. Our experiments reveal
a high correlation between the distribution of fixations on the
natural images and that on the line drawings of the same
scenes. In addition, we systemically analyzed the effects of
various shape-based visual cues in guiding visual attention.
The results suggest that the closed regions have higher pos-
sibility to form meaningful objects and may attract most of
our visual fixations. Finally, the computational model further
verifies that the information of line drawings can be used to
significantly improve the fixation prediction performance of
classical bottom-up methods on natural scenes.
In conclusion, we suggest that the cortexes involved in
visual attention or visual search should be decomposed into
not only various parallel feature channels (such as the IT
model [7]), but also various hierarchical levels including low-
, mid-, and high-levels. At the same time, the information
from various levels plays different roles in visual searching.
Therefore, our future work will be extended as following
aspects: (1) to build a computational model to predict the
scene layout, which will be a powerful complement to the
low-level visual features for visual object searching; (2) to
further study how the scene structure information guides our
visual attention; (3) to integrate the guidance information
from various scales and build a unified framework for visual
guided searching tasks combining the low-, mid-, and high-
level guided cues.
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